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Murray Easter egg events
provide lots of opportunities

It is time once again to purchase city stickers from the City
of Murray, and locals will have
until the end of May to buy one
without paying a late penalty.
Stickers went on sale April 1
and are required by May I, but
people will still have until the
end of the next month to purchase them without paying the
late penalty. According to the
city's website, city ordinance
requires citizens who work, perform a business-related activity
or live within the city limits of
Murray to obtain a city sticker
for each personal vehicle utilized within the city limits. This
includes
Murray
State
University students who reside
within the city limits of Murray.
The cost of each sticker is $50
and is valid for a period of one
year.
Mayor Jack Rose said he is
trying to make sure the city
sticker ordinance is consistently
enforced, partly out of fairness
to those who already follow the
law. He said that when he was
campaigning for mayor, people
at several stores in Murray told
him they hoped he would
enforce the law if he were elected. Some of them told him of
co-workers who not only had
never purchased a city sticker,
but also teased the people who

Hundreds of children and their
parents, family members and
friends from throughout the area
descended on Murray Saturday
for a pair of Easter egg hunts —
Easter on the Square downtown
and the Easter Eggstravaganza
at Central Park. (Clockwise from
top) Molly Ryan, 8 months, of
Murray had no problem at all with
being cuddled by Jellybean the
Easter Bunny Saturday.
Meanwhile, this swarm of youngsters was shown early in the 4-6
age hunt at Central Park, while
lveet Rangel, 2, of Murray places
yet another egg into the growing
collection inside her bucket
Saturday during the
Eggstravaganza at Central Park.

If any of you lacks wisdom,
he should ask God, who
gives generously to all without finding fault, and it will be
given to him.
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The family of a local Murray resident celebrated her 100th
birthday over the weekend.
Nadine Copus and four generations under her occupied a special events room at Spring Creek Health Care Skilled Nursing
and Rehabilitation Center on 16th Street in Murray Saturday.
Sunday, relatives say, Copus turned 100 years old.
Copus' joins only a handful of centenarians in the world. A
United Nations report estimates that only about 4.4 people in
100,000 live to the age of 100,despite better health care and rising life expectancies. The list of 53,364 in the U.S. will now feature one more.
Copus was in good spirits and health when her family came to
visit her at Spring Creek Saturday before her Faster birthday.
Children played while family members from multiple generations posed with "Granny Deene."
She was born in Almo Heights in 1915,just north of Murray.
•

Photo provided

A total of five generations of 100-year-old Nadine Copus' were present at her birthday party
Saturday at Spring Creek Health Care Nursing and Rehabiliation Center Saturday.
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Daly Forecast
The National Weather Service
Monday: A 50 percent
chance of showers and thunderstorms. Cloudy, with a high
near 68. South wind 6 to 9
mph.
Monday Night: A 40 percent chance of showers and
thunderstorms, mainly after 1
a.m. Cloudy, with a low around
63. South wind 7 to 9 mph.
Tuesday: A 30 percent
chance of showers and thunderstorms, mainly before 1pm.
Partly sunny, with a high near
82. South southwest wind 9 to
14 mph, with gusts as high as
20 mph.
Tuesday Night: A 40 per-

cent chance of showers and
thunderstorms, mainly after 1
a.m. Mostly cloudy, with a low
around 67 South southwest
wind 7 to 9 mph.
Wednesday: A 50 percent
chance of showers and thunderstorms. Mostly cloudy, with
a high near 78. Southwest
wind 6 to 8 mph.
Wednesday Night: A 30
percent chance of showers
and thunderstorms. Mostly
cloudy, with a low around 64.
South wind 5 to 7 mph.
Thursday: A chance of
showers and thunderstorms.
Mostly cloudy, with a high near
80. South wind 8 to 13 mph.
Thursday Night: Showers
and thunderstorms. Cloudy,
with a low around 62. South
wind around 11 mph.
Friday: A chance of showers and thunderstorms. Partly
sunny, with a high near 73.
West southwest wind around
10 mph.
Friday Night: A slight
chance of showers and thunderstorms. Partly cloudy, with
a low around 51. West southwest wind 3 to 7 mph.
JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger & Times
HE'S NOT FINISHED JUST YET: Layne Douglas, 4, of Murray places a prize pinwheel into his basket as he sets his sights
on a group of remaining eggs in the vicinity Saturday morning during the annual Easter on the Square hunt on the lawn of the
Calloway County Courthouse in downtown Murray.

•100th birthday...
From Front

moved her to town to better take
care of her. She has always been
Her son-in-law, Jerry Parker,
relatively independent, and only
said Copus is a dedicated
just moved into Spring Creek in
woman.
GARISSA, Kenya (AP) —
"She's worked hard all her 2013, Parker said. She lived
One
of the gunmen who slaughalone
until
she
was
98.
life." Parker said.
tered
148 people at a college in
"We've
been
looking
forward
She worked first in the now
Kenya
was identified Sunday as
shuttered Murray Hosiery Mill to this birthday for a long time,"
the law-school-educated son of
he
said
with
a
smile.
on Fourth Street in Murray,
Copus only ever had one a Kenyan government official,
where she helped make socks.
underscoring
the
inroads
Parker said she worked a sundry daughter, Bronda Parker - Islamic extremists have made in
of other jobs in Murray before Jerry's wife - but the family has recruiting young people to carry
her last job also on Fourth Street grown exponentially since, as out attacks against their own
in a flourist shop in the court evidenced by the large crowd country.
square.
present at Copus' birthday celeAbdirahim
Mohammed
Copus retired at the age of 80 bration.
Abdullahi, who was killed by
and lived in the Pine Bluff
There were 13 great-great
Shores area of New Concord grandchildren present. All direct
until 2005 when her family relatives were present.

Gunman in Kenyan massacre was government official's son
security forces Thursday along
with the three other militants
who stormed Garissa University
College, was the son of a government chief in Mandera
County, which borders Somalia,
Interior Ministry spokesman
Mwenda Njoka told The
Associated Press.
The chief had reported his
son missing last year and feared
he had gone to Somalia, Njoka
said.

Somalia's al-Shabab militant
group claimed responsibility for
the bloodbath, saying it was retribution for Kenya's sending of
troops to Somalia to fight the
extremists. The attackers separated Christian students from
Muslim ones and massacred the
Christians.
The news that one of the gunmen was Kenyan highlights the
challenges faced by the government in preventing terrorist

attacks. The danger comes not
only from neighboring Somalia
but also from within Kenya.
Kenyans make up the largest
number of foreign fighters in alShabab, according to experts
Hundreds of Kenyan youths
have trained with al-Shabab and
then returned to Kenya,posing a
major security threat, according
to former police chief Mathew
lteere.

II City stickers...
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From Front
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Indiana faces long road to
restore image after religious law
By LAURYN SCHROEDER
Associated Press
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) —
Indiana tourism agencies are
rolling out campaigns emphasizing that everyone is welcome, but it might not be
enough to quickly restore the
state's battered image after a
backlash over its religious
objections law.
An uproar sparked by fears
that the law would allow discrimination against gays and
lesbians led a few convention
organizers and performers to
cancel events and some state
and local governments to ban
travel to the state last week.
Revisions to the law's language
have eased some of the criticism, but experts say the state
could be dealing with a damaged reputation for years to
come.
In a sign that Indiana is still
under close scrutiny, hundreds
of gay rights supporters
marched to the site of the
NCAA
Final
Four
in
Indianapolis on Saturday as college basketball fans were arriv-

ing for the games. The marches
called for the state to go further
and enshrine in its civil rights
law protection for gays and lesbians.
Chris Gahl, vice president of
Visit Indy, the lead promoter for
Indianapolis, said he has been in
"full crisis mode" since the furor
erupted after Gov. Mike Pence
signed the law late last month.
Gahl said Visit Indy received
more than 800 emails from people saying they were canceling
trips for events such as the
Indianapolis 500 or choosing a
different vacation destination.
The agency has been scrambling to prevent groups and
businesses from either pulling
out of negotiations for future
conventions
or
canceling
upcoming events altogether.
Two groups, including the
public
employee
union
AFSCME, have canceled conventions. and Gahl said two others were on the fence. He put
the economic impact of those
events at a "healthy eight figures."

had bought them the way they
were supposed to.
"I looked at the revenue that
comes in for city stickers, and it
seemed to be going down, so I
asked (Murray Police Chief
Jeff) Liles to strictly enforce the
city sticker ordinance," Rose
said. "I think they've done a
good job in the last two or three
weeks doing that."
Rose said there sometimes are
unusual circumstances related
to city stickers, and if a person
feels he or she has been wrongfully cited for violating the ordinance, the City of Murray Code
Enforcement Board can look at
those cases and decide whether
or not the person must buy a
sticker.
Rose recently recommended
to the City Council that the
ordinance be amended to raise
the $50 late fee for not having a
sticker to $100. The council
voted to have the city attorney
draft the amended ordinance, so
the council will likely vote on
the first reading this month.
"This is one of our revenue
sources, and in tight budget
times, everything counts, and
we do not have, for example. a
payroll tax, so a lot of people

coming into this community
from other communities do not
contribute anything to the welfare of the City of Murray,
where they work," Rose said. "I
think overall,it's a very difficult
tax to enforce, but if we're
going to do it — and we've
been doing it for decades — I
say we do it right, and that's
what I'm working to accomHAWKINS TEAGUE / Ledger & Times
plish."
Pictured is this year's Murray city sticker, which is for sale at
Rose encouraged citizens to
City Hall now.
buy their stickers now because
long lines tend to form at City
Hall as the sales deadline draws motorcycle is $25.
engaging in relevant activities
A city sticker is required with- will be charged according to a
to a close.
City Finance Director Alan in 30 days of becoming engaged prorated schedule listed at
Lanier said he is anticipating in a business-related activity, www.murrayky.gov/citystick strong sales this year. He said work-related activity, or resid- ers.htm.
business license renewal forms ing within the corporate city
Military personnel which are
were recently sent out, and the limits, the city website says. If a active, retired or disabled vetercity included with those a letter city sticker is not purchased ans and have been issued a spefrom City Administrator Matt within 30 days of the required cial military-related license
Mattingly telling employers that date, then the late fee shall be plate or qualify for one under
they needed to make employees accessed in addition to the cost KRS 186.041 shall be exempt
and vendors with whom they do of the sticker. If an individual from the city sticker fee. These
business aware of the city stick- receives a citation from the
Murray Police Department, a veterans will receive one city
er requirement.
sticker at no cost with proof of
When you arrive at City Hall fine shall be assessed at $100,in
military' service, the site says.
addition
to
paying
the
approprito buy a sticker, you will need to
People who wish to do so may
ate
late
fee
and
the
required
cost
provide the year, make and
model of each vehicle used in of the city sticker, the site says. fill out a form on the city webCity stickers are valid for one site, print it and mail payment to
the city and well as the license
year
from June 1 through May the address on the form. The
plate numbers. The price of a
sticker for a passenger vehicle 31. Individuals purchasing a city will then mail the sticker to
is $50, and the price for a city sticker within 30 days of the person.
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AGRICULTURE
Fish and Wildlife seeks
input on forestry issues
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AP photo
OYSTER SHORTAGE: Gene Dasher, left, and Frankie Crosby, center, use wire baskets
on the end of 14-foot handles to tong oysters while Misty Crosby separates clumps of oysters at Apalachicola Bay near
Eastpoint, Fla. The local oyster industry in
Apalachicola is under threat from water-flow issues, environmental concerns, health and safety
regulations and economic realities.

USDA extends multiple farming deadlines
By JOHN McCAULEY
U.S. Department of Agriculture
WASHINGTON — Agriculture
Secretary Tom Vilsack today
provided farm owners and producers one additional week,
until April 7. 2015, to choose
between
Agriculture
Risk
Coverage(ARC)and Price Loss
Coverage (PLC), the safety-net
programs established by the
2014 Farm Bill. The final day to
update yield history or reallocate base
also will be April
7,2015. ,"This isimportant decision
for producers because these programs help farmers and ranchers
protect their operations from

acres

unexpected changes in the marketplace," said Vilsack. "Nearly
98 percent of owners have
already updated yield and base
acres, and 90 percent of producers have enrolled in ARC or
PLC. These numbers are strong,
and continue to rise. This additional week will give producers
a little more time to have those
final conversations, review their
data, visit their local Farm
Service Agency offices, and
make their decisions," said
Vilsack.
If no changes are made to
yield history or base acres by the
deadline, the farm's current
yield and base acres will be

used. If a program choice of
ARC or PLC is not made, there
will be no 2014 crop year payments for the farm and the farm
will default to PLC coverage for
the 2015 through 2018 crop
years. Producers who have an
appointment at their local FSA
offices scheduled by April 7 will
be able to make an election
between ARC and PLC,even if
their actual appointment is after
April 7.
These safety-net programs
provide important financial protection against unexpected
changes in the marketplace. As
part of the strong education and
outreach campaign launched by

the
U.S. Department of
Agriculture
(USDA)
in
September, to date more than 5
million educational postcards, in
English and Spanish, have been
sent to producers nationwide.
and more than 5,000 events with
more than 430,000 attendees,
including training sessions and
speaking engagements, have
been conducted to educate producers on the programs. The
online tools, available at
W Asa.usda.goviarc -plc.
which allow producers to
explore how ARC or PLC coverage will affect their operation,
have been presented to more
than 3,400 groups.

By KEVIN KELLY
Associated Press
FRANKFORT, Ky. — The
Kentucky Department of Fish and
Wildlife Resources is seeking
additional public input about forest management and restoration of
woodland species such as grouse.
A recent series of public meetings on the topic included a survey for attendees to complete
afterward. The department has
placed this survey online to
gather more input from those
who were not able to attend the
public sessions. The survey is
located on the Kentucky Fish
and Wildlife
website at
fw.ky.gov.
"We had about 200 people
attend our three meetings," said
Small Game Biologist John
Morgan. "The response was
overwhelmingly positive. People
were happy to see us in their
communities and our interest in
hearing what they had to say."
Kentucky officials are using
public input to build the framework of a long-term plan to
boost populations of grouse and
other woodland species in the
eastern part of the state.
Wisconsin and the Rocky
Mountain Elk Foundation are

partnering with Kentucky to
help fund habitat work.
Kentucky has agreed to supply
Wisconsin with 150 elk over the
next five years to assist with that
state's effort to boost its small
elk herd.
Much of Kentucky's mature
forest in the eastern part of the
state lacks diversity and different levels of forest succession.
These forests are dominated by
red maples as the understory
tree species. Maples are not
valuable to wildlife
hickories
or oaks.
Nuts and acorns produced by
hickories and oaks, along with
the various other foods and
cover produced by different levels of forest succession, provide
wildlife with the shelter and
nutrition they need to help survive the winter. Deer, bears,elk,
turkeys and many other species
depend on this food source.
The habitat planning would
involve restoring oaks and hickories to the understory for future
regeneration as well as providing different levels of forest succession which will promote a
diversity of plants and levels of
cover beneficial to a multitude
of forest specie's-.

as

AP photo
DRY WEATHER: California Gov. Jerry Brown ordered the first
mandatory, statewide water cutbacks by cities and towns as the
state's nearly 40 million people head into a fourth summer of
severe drought.
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By TED SLOAN
Associated Press
FRANKFORT,Ky. — Farmers and other eligible
applicants in Kentucky may seek funding from the
Kentucky Department of Agriculture for producing and marketing "specialty crops," Agriculture
Commissioner James Corner has announced.
Specialty crops are defined by the U.S.
Department of Agriculture as fruits, vegetables, tree
dried fruits, horticulture and nursery crops.
"These crops are a growing part of Kentucky's
agriculture industry," Commissioner Corner said.
"Kentucky has the soils and the climate to be a
major producer of specialty crops. We're looking
for projects that will make Kentucky specialty
crops more competitive in the United States and
around the world."
Eligible producers, commodity groups, agriculture organizations, colleges and universities,
municipalities, state agencies. and nonprofit
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organizations may apply. The maximum award to
any applicant is $50,000, but the KDA encourages
applications for lesser amounts.
Applications should show how the proposed project would benefit the specialty crop industry rather
than just a single entity. Grant funds will not be
awarded for projects that solely provide a profit for a
single organization. institution, or individual.
Matching funds are encouraged but not required.
Applications must be postmarked no later than
June!.
The program is funded by a $291,348.02
Specialty Crop Block Grant from the U.S.
Department of Agriculture. The KDA administers
the program in Kentucky. To download the application form, rules, eligibility requirements, and
guidelines, go to www.kyagr.com For more information, contact Joshua Lindau, the Kentucky
Department of Agriculture's plant marketing specialist, at 502- 782-4115 orjoshua.lindau@ky.gov
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DATEBOOK
CCPL offers classes

Photo provided
MURRAY ROTARY CLUB:
Pictured, from left, is Keith
Travis as he introduces two
new members of the Murray
Rotary
Club,
Madeline
Dobberfuhl
Tim
and
Thurmond.

The Calloway County Public Library is
offering free computer classes for beginners,
"Introduction to Email/Gmail," on Tuesday,
April 14, from 5-7 p.m. and "Introduction to
Microsoft Excel," on Thursday. April 16, from
2:30-4:30 p.m. Pre-registration is required. Call
270-753-2288.

Datebook

Announcemen/
Delaney
Claire
Williamson
Matt McNally and Katie
Williamson announce the birth
of their daughter, Delaney
Claire Williamson. born March
24.2015 at 7:27 p.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
She weighed 7 pounds and 1 I
ounces and was 19 inches in
length.
Grandparents are Morris and
Cindy
Williamson
of
Farmington;
Stephanie
Williamson of Paducah; David
and Penny McNally of Erwin.
Tennessee; and Joel and Kim
Culbertson of Browns Grove. A
sister
is
MacKenzie
Williamson.
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HAPPENINGS
by Jenise Howard
Well, we hope everyone had a
great Easter!! We certainly did
around here - we celebrated all
week. After all, I can't think of a
better reason to celebrate than the
resurrection of Christ. We played
games to test our knowledge
and discussed the true meaning
of Easter. The best part: we did
most of this while wearing bunny
ears(or at least I was).
We played egg toss where we
tested our skill on tossing eggs
into solo cups. Everyone completed two rounds and all got at
least one egg in the cups. They
were all worth 5 points except
the one in the middle was worth
25 points. Three of our ladies
hit the middle and were our top
scorers! Pauline Parker hit it both
rounds and walked away with
first place. Lorraine Adams and
Laura Parker each hit it in the final round and won 2nd and 3rd. h
really wasn't about winning but
more about our skill, or as some
said maybe just luck. Erin played
Bible trivia with us on Wednesday. We played this as a group so
no real competition, but we each
still tried to be first to answer.
On Friday we learned the true
meaning of Easter in a story told
with eggs. Each egg held a symbol of the Resurrection. After a
brief explanation we had traveled
through those last glorious days.
Then on Sunday we had a lovely service with Ella Van Tidwell
playing our piano and Hubert
Stroud sharing his wonderful
singing talents. Then Mr. Eugene
Waggoner shared the gospel with
us and afterwards we all had a
delicious lunch.
We had several birthdays this
week. Billy Smith had his special
day and celebrated with family
and friends. Two staff members
Diane Vemot and Missy Raines
both had their birthdays as well
and celebrated all week. We hope
they all enjoyed their day and
have many. many more.
...Where pricekss
memories are made.
54 Utterbadt Rd. • Murray, Ky
Phone.(270)TAM

Special to the Ledger
The Alpha Department of the
Murray Woman's Club is offering a $500 educational scholarship for the 2015 fall semester.
This scholarship is given in
honor of Lois Pharris, past
chairman of the department and
president of the Murray
Woman's Club. Pharris also
served as chairman of the
Calloway County Pictorial
History Book and the Calloway
County Family History Book
committee for development and
sales.
The scholarship is for one
year, however,the recipient may
reapply the following year. The
recipient must be a female and a
current Murray or Calloway
County resident with a high
school diploma or GED and a
non-traditional student.
The deadline for applying for
the scholarship is Friday, May 1,
and only applicants who meet
the qualifications stated above
will be considered. The committee may request a personal interview.
Email sandylccpl@yahoo.com
to request an application.

A free civil war film series will be shown at the Calloway
County Public Library. "Civil War the Untold Story: Episode 2: A
Beacon of Hope," will be shown Thursday, April 9, at 6:30 p.m. in
the library meeting room. This film series is a collaborative effort
between CCPL and Fort Donelson National Battlefield. Episodes
are shown with the permission of Great Divide Pictures.

Master Gardener seminar planned
Master Gardener Jack Resser will explain the elements that
make up fertilizer and how to use it safely while protecting our natural resources at the McCracken County Master Gardener
Association on Tuesday, April 7, at 5 p.m. at McCracken County
Extension Office, 2705 Olivet Road, Paducah. The program is free
to the public and does not require advance registration and qualifies
for one educational hour for Master Gardener certification.

MWC Kappa Department will meet
The Kappa Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet
Tuesday. April 7, at 6:30 p.m. at the Murray Woman's Club House.
Lindsey Harlan of CASA will be the speaker. Hostesses are Martha
Andrus and Angela Davis.

Tee-Off Coffee scheduled

MSU alumna receives award
Special to the Ledger
Murray State alumna Pamela
Raylor received an International
Women's Day Recognition
Award during the 2015
International Women's Day
Columbus Celebration. She was
nominated in the education category.
Kaylor earned a bachelor's
and master's degree at Murray

Murray Peddlers
Mall is having a
Booth Special!

Rent 1 Booth
at $120
Geta 2nd Booth
for $100!
Call for details
270-F59-2106

Celebrate Recovery is a 12-step Christ-centered recovery meeting program for anyone who struggles with hurts, habits or hangups. Meetings are held every Tuesday night from 6:30-8 p.m. at
Hope Harbor Church, Kentucky 94 E. For more information, call
270-753-6695.

Civil War film to be shown at CCPL

Photo provided
Pictured, from left, MWC Alpha Department member Luna
Greer and 2014 Lois Pharris Scholarship winner Montana
Rowland.

State University in organiza- You Let Me Play! A Semiotic
tional communication and was a Analysis of Female Athleticism
graduate teaching assistant for in a Metropolitan Newspaper:"
the organizational communica- "Reconstructing Community By
tion department from 1996-98.
Speaking Out: Exploring the
International Women's Day is Rhetorical Strategies of Female
a global celebration of the eco- Activists;" and "Creating
nomic, political and social Belonging and Notions of
achievements
of
women. Home: Gender Climate Studies
International Women's Day is and Why We Need Them." She
also a holiday in places such as has also presented on these subChina. Poland, Russia, Vietnam jects in presentations and
and Bulgaria.
speeches.
Kaylor has created many
"It was very humbling to
groups and events at Ohio receive this award because
University that focus on women every day I work with faculty
and women's issues, including and staff who are equally
Take Back the Night and a deserving," said Kaylor. "The
Celebrate Women conference. old saying 'it takes a village' is
She assisted in creating and is very appropriate here because I
the faculty leader of two differ- have been blessed to work with
ent groups on campus including so many likeminded others on
one that supports adult educa- projects and in the supportive
tion and one that focuses on climate of the university. The
equality. She is currently on the projects we do have been sucboard for the Lighthouse cessful because of the work and
Women's Shelter where the goal contributions of many other
is ending domestic violence.
people so I accepted the award
Kaylor writes many papers on on their behalf. And I am
women and equality such as "If blessed to work with so many
dedicated and energetic students
everyday, which is the greatest
reward and joy for any teacher."

"I'm Alive.., because
of organ donation!"
ORGaN
istia

Say YES
▪ wben you
renew
your
license.

United OA
Way 4rir
United Way of
Murray-Calloway County
• Helping families understand their budgets and
finances
• Combating youth's use
of alcohol, tobacco and
drugs

•%•%

r„,

• Achieving preventative
health care and healthy
living

LIVE UNITED!

Joetta "1(
Thursday, A

Legion officers giving help

Bill Cowan and Mark Kennedy, service offiMartha
cers
of American Legion Post No. 73, will be
Finney Andrus,
available each Wednesday from 1-4 p.m. to
Community
editor
assist veterans of Calloway County with the
completion of forms and the filing of claims
with the Veterans Administration at the Legion Post,310 Bee Creek
Drive. No appointment is necessary and veterans are served on a
first-come, first-served basis. For more information, call Kennedy
at 270-753-3333.

Celebrate Recovery to meet

MWC Alpha Department offers scholarship

Joetta

The Ladies Golf Association of the Murray Country Club will
hold its annual Tee-Off Coffee and business meeting Wednesday,
April 8,at the Murray Country Club at 10 a.m. All current members
and potential lady golfers are invited to join the 2015 golf season.
Ladies golf is played each Wednesday beginning in April and continues through October. There are two groups, those who play 18
holes and those who play nine. Hostesses for this event are Judy
Muehleman and Cheryl Pitman. If you are interested, but unable to
attend the coffee, contact Terri Pickens at 270-293-0052 or email
misstigger02@yahoo.com
or
at
Adams
Pam
pam adamsl@gm aiI.com .

MWC Delta Department to meet
The Delta Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet
Wednesday. April 8, at 11 a.m. at the Murray Woman's Club House.
The program will be presented by Reed Jarvis, O.D. The hostess is
Karen Olson.

Buck Cancer to sponsor Poker Run
Buck Cancer Rides for Relay Poker Run will be Saturday. April
18. The poker run will begin at The Red Hands Club House at 754
Wallace Road and will end at Buck's Body Shop. 810 Sycamore.
All bikes are welcome. Registration begins at 9 a.m. and the first
bike is out at 10:37 am.Cost is $20 per rider and $20 per passenger.
Poker hand,lunch and door prizes are includes. The first 100 to register are guaranteed a t-shirt. There is a prize for the best and worst
hand. For more information or questions, contact Debbie Dibble at
270-227-1586. All proceeds will go to Buck Cancer Relay for Life
team which benefits the American Cancer Society.

Be One Sunday school class to meet
The Be One Sunday School Class of First Baptist Church will
meet at 11:30 a.m. at Tom's Grille for lunch on Wednesday,April 8.

Lions Club Candy Days scheduled
All branches of the Murray Lions Club will be asking for donations during Candy Days Friday, April 10, and Saturday, April 11.
Member will be at Big Lots, Food Giant, Kroger, Walmart and
Walgreens during the two days. All monies collected will be used
for sight conservation programs.

TOPS meeting Tuesday at FCC
Murray Chapter #616 of TOPS (Take Off Pounds Sensibly) will
meet Tuesday. April 7, from 9-10 a.m. at First Christian Church.
Please enter at the lower level rear door. Visitors are welcome. For
more information call Judy Freeman at 270-206-1768.

Temple Hill Masonic Lodge will meet
Temple Hill 276 Masonic Lodge will hold its regular meeting
Tuesday, April 7. A meal will be served at 6 p.m. followed by the
meeting at 7 p.m. Master Jeff Kirks urges all master masons to
attend.

Storytime Tuesdays offered by church
Immanuel Lutheran Church, 100 S. 15th St., offers Storytime
Tuesdays from 9:30-11 a.m. for children from birth to 5 years of
age. The event includes music interaction, snacks and crafts plus a
coffee bar for moms, grandmothers and caregivers. Call 270-7536712 for more information.

Faculty recital to be performed
The Department of Music at Murray State University is hosting
a faculty duo recital performed by Jinhee Han on cello and Dr.
Meeyoun Park on piano on Wednesday, April 8,at 7:30 p.m. in the
Farrell Recital Hall on the MSU campus. The recital is free and
open to the public.
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Joetta "Josie" Kay Jetton, 61, of Murray, Kentucky, died
Thursday. April 2,2015 at her home.
She was born Aug. 10, 1953 in Arkansas. She
was of Baptist faith.
She was preceded in death by her father, Jay
Alexander and a sister, Darlene Williford.
Ms. Jetton is survived by her mother, Veda
Lawrence Williford; a son, Gary McBurney and
wife Heather of Lebanon, Tennessee; a daughter.
Leann Carr and husband Scott of Lebanon; two
brothers, Paul Williford of Calvert City and James
Alexander; a sister, Toni Alexander of Missouri;
nine grandchildren, Michael Crass, Kayla Crass.
Jesse Vaughn, Ian Grice, Alana Grice, Ethan
Jetton
Tenney, Kayla Hite, Cevine Carr, Kyle Can; and
four great-grandchildren, Alden Crass, Kyrsten Kirkland,
Calexanderia Kirkland and Rylan Baker.
A memorial service will be Monday,April 6,2015 at 11 a.m. at
Imes Funeral Home & Crematory, downtown Murray. Visitation
will be Monday, April 6,2015 from 10-11 a.m.
Online condolences may be left at wwwimesfh.com.
Imes Funeral Home & Crematory, downtown Murray, is in
charge of arrangements.

FUNERAL NOTICE
Imes Funeral Hon&& Crematory
downtown Murray
Joetta •Josie' Kay Jetton,61
A memorial ser% ice will be at 11 a.m. Monday, April 6,2015
at the funeral home.

'Furious 7' races past
expectations with $143.6M

AP Photo / Andrew medichini
Pope Francis delivers the Urbi et Orbi (to the city and to the
world) blessing at the end of the Easter Sunday Mass in St.
Peter's Square at the Vatican, Sunday, April 5, 2015.

Report: Rolling Stone rape
article 'journalistic failure' Pope,thousands brave rain
for
By LARRY O'DELL
Associated Press
RICHMOND, Va. (AP) —
Rolling Stone magazine retracted a widely discredited article
about an alleged gang rape at
the University of Virginia after a
top journalism school issued a
scathing report Sunday concluding it had failed to meet proper
journalistic standards.
The review, undertaken at
Rolling Stone's request, presented a broad indictment of the
magazine's handling of a story
that had horrified readers,
unleashed widespread protests
at
the
university's
Charlottesville campus and
sparked a national discussion
about sexual assaults on college
campuses.
The way the magazine reported, edited and vetted the article
is a "story of journalistic fAilArethat was • Avoidable ," the
Columbia University Graduate
School of Journalism said in the
report. The criticism came two
weeks after the Charlottesville
police department said it had
found no evidence to back the
claims of the victim identified
in the story only as "Jackie,"
who said she was raped by
seven men at a fraternity house.
Rolling
Stone's
"failure
encompassed reporting. editing,
editorial supervision and factchecking," said the journalism
school's report, which was posted on the school's and magazine's websites.
Rolling Stone Managing
Editor Will Dana posted an
apology on the publication's
website and said the magazine
was officially retracting the
story.
The article's author, Sabrina
Rubin Erdely, also apologized
in a statement,saying she would
not repeat the mistakes she
made
when
writing the
November 2014 article "A Rape
on Campus."
"Reading
Columbia
the
account of the mistakes and
misjudgments in my reporting
was a brutal and humbling
experience," she said.
The magazine's publisher.
Jann S. Wenner, however, told
The New York Times that
Erdely would continue to write
for the magazine and that neither her editor nor Dana would
be fired.
The university's president
accused Rolling Stone of "irresponsible journalism."
Rolling Stone had asked for
the independent review after
numerous news media outlets
found flaws with the story about
Jackie. who said the attack happened during a social event at
the Phi Kappa Psi fraternity
house more than two years earlier. The article quoted Jackie as
saying that the attack was
orchestrated by a fraternity

member who worked with her at
the school's aquatic center.
She also said she immediately
told three friends about the
attack, but she said they were
generally unsupportive, and that
at least two encouraged her to
keep quiet to protect their social
standing.
The report found three major
flaws in the magazine's reporting methodology: that Erdely
did not try to contact the three
friends, instead taking Jackie's
word for it that one of them
refused to talk; that she failed to
give enough details of the
alleged assault when she contacted the fraternity for comment, which made it difficult for
the organization to investigate;
and that Rolling Stone did not
try hard enough to find the person Jackie accused of orchestrating tlx, it:53111k
If the fraternity had had more
information, it might have been
able to explain earlier that it did
not hold a social function the
night of the attack and that none
of its members worked at the
aquatic center, the report noted.
Soon after the article was published, several news media
organizations began finding
flaws with it, forcing Rolling
Stone to acknowledge on Dec. 5
that there were some discrepancies with the story.
Dana and Erdely said they had
been too accommodating of
requests from Jackie that limited their ability to report the
story because she said she was a
rape victim and asked them not
to contact others to corroborate,
the report said.
However, Columbia's report
said, Rolling Stone also failed
to investigate reporting leads
even when Jackie had not
specifically asked them not to.
"The editors made judgments
about attribution, fact-checking
and verification that greatly
increased their risks of error but
had little or nothing to do with
protecting Jackie's position," it
said.
The report said Rolling
Stone's article may cast dotitit
on future accusations of rape. It
also damaged the reputation of
the Phi Kappa Psi chapter at
U.Va. and depicted the university administration as neglectful.
Prior to the issuance of the
•
journalism
school's report, the
fraternity called the Rolling
Stone article defamatory and
said it was exploring its legal
options.
"These false accusations have
been extremely damaging to our
entire organization, but we can
only begin to imagine the setback this must have dealt to survivors of sexual assault," said
Stephen Scipione, president of
the Virginia Alpha Chapter of
Phi Kappa Psi, after the
Charlottesville police suspended their investigation.

Clarks Riverbottom

TOP SOIL
FOR SALE
270-293-5001
OR
270-293-5215

Easter in St. Peter's Square
By FRANCES D'EMILIO
Associated Press
VATICAN CITY (AP) — In
an Easter peace wish, Pope
Francis on Sunday praised the
framework nuclear agreement
with Iran as an opportunity to
make the world safer, while
expressing deep worry about
bloodshed in Libya, Yemen,
Syria, Iraq, Nigeria and elsewhere in Africa.
Cautious hope ran through
Francis' "Urbi et Orbi" Easter
message, a kind of papal commentary on the state of the
world's affairs, which he delivered from the central balcony of
St. Peter's Square.
He had just celebrated Mass in
rain-whipped St. Peter's Square
for tens of thousands of people,.
who huddled under umbrellas
braved the downpour in thin,
_
plastic rain-slickers.
Easter day is "so beautiful, and
so ugly because of the rain."
Francis said after Mass about
Christianity's most important
feast day. He expressed thanks
for the flowers which bedecked
the square and which were
donated by the Netherlands, but
the bright hues of the azaleas
and other blossoms seemed
muted by the gray skies.
-Francis made his first public
comments about the recent
framework for an accord.
reached
in
Lausanne,
Switzerland. and aimed at
ensuring Iran doesn't develop a
nuclear weapon.
"In hope we entrust to the merciful Lord the framework
recently agreed to in Lausanne,
that it may be a definitive step
toward a more secure and fraternal world."
Decrying the plentitude of
weapons in the world in general.
Francis said: "And we ask for
peace for this world subjected to
arms dealers, who earn their living with the blood of men and
women."

He denounced "absurd bloodshed and all barbarous acts of
violence" in Libya, convulsed
by fighting fueled by tribal and
militia rivalries. He hoped "a
common desire for peace"
would prevail in Yemen.
wracked by civil warfare.
Francis prayed that the "roar
of arms may cease" in Syria and
Iraq, and that peace would come
in Africa. for Nigeria, South
Sudan, Sudan and Congo.
He recalled the young people,
many of them targeted because
they were Christians, killed last
week in a Kenyan university,
and lamented kidnappings. by
Islamic extremists, that have
plagued parts of Africa, including Nigeria.
He also cited bloodshed closer
to home, in Ukraine, praying
that the Eastern European nation
would "rediscover peace and
hope thanks to the commitment
of all interested parties."
Government forces have been
battling Russian-backed rebels
in eastern Ukraine, months after
a cease-fire was proclaimed following international diplomatic
efforts.
On Good Friday, Francis chastised the international community for what he called the cornplicit silence about the killing of
Christians. On Easter he prayed
that God would alleviate "the
suffering of so many of our
brothers persecuted because of
his name."
During Mass, Francis was
shielded from pelting rain by a
canopy erected outside St.
Peter's Basilica, while prelates
carried umbrellas in the yellow
and white colors of the Vatican.
The downpour petered out to a
drizzle, and by the end of the
ceremony, the rain had stopped.
Francis, wearing a white overcoat, was driven through the
square in the open-sided popemobile so he could wave to the
faithful.
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By LINDSEY BAHR
AP Film Writer
LOS ANGELES(AP) — The
high-octane "Furious 7" peeled
out of the gates in its opening
weekend, picking up a stunning
$143.6 million from 4,004
locations to easily top the
domestic box office, according
to Rentrak estimates Sunday.
The expectation-shattering
sum is a studio and franchise
best for the homegrown carobsessed series, which has continued to grow over the past
few films.
"Furious 7," now the ninthbiggest opening of all time,also
unseats previous April recordholder "Captain America: The
Winter Soldier," which opened
to $95 million on the same
weekend last year.
While the "Fast and Furious"
films have grown in popularity
over the past three films, the
mega-opening for "Furious 7"
was also at least partially tied to
audience interest in star Paul
Walker, who died in a car crash
in Nov. 2013 before the film
was completed.
Production on "Furious 7"
was halted while the filmmakers and Universal decided
whether or not to proceed with
the film. The team ultimately
decided to delay the release
from its originally scheduled
July 2014 date.
"It probably created some
curiosity, but, at the same time,
(the film) fits in so well with
the overall continuing saga of
the 'Fast and Furious' franchise,"
Nick
Carpou,
Universal's president of domestic distribution, said of Walker.
"It's a motivator, but it's not
by any means the prime motivator the see the movie," he
added.
There is also a sense that massive openings like "Furious 7"
point to the creeping of summer
blockbuster season, which
seems to be starting earlier and
earlier as studios try to stake
their claim on prime dates.
But for Carpou,in a 52-weeka-year release strategy, the
demarcation of a summer

4
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blockbuster is almost irrelevant
when it comes to getting audiences to turn out in droves for a
film.
"It's that corny old adage that
if you build it, they will come,"
he said, adding that the impressive February debut of "Fifty
Shades of Grey" helps prove
his point.
Paul Dergarabedian, Senior
Media Analyst for box office
firm Rentrak, thinks that this is
a liberating trend for studios
who once clamored for the first
weekend in May release date.
"Studios are finding tremendous value in putting their
movies in non-traditional corridors," he said.
As the most ambitious release
in Universal's history, "Furious
7" opened on 10,005 screens
internationally as well, picking
up $240.4 million from 63 territories for a $384 million worldwide debut — a 48 percent
increase over "Fast & Furious
6."
The film will also debut in
Russia, Poland, Japan, and
China in the coming weeks.
Holdovers populated the rest
of the top spots with
DreamWorks
Animation's
"Home" earning $27.4 to take a
distant second place. "Get
Hard" brought in an estimated
$ I 2.9
million,
while
"Cinderella"
and
"The
Divergent Series: Insurgent"
rounded out the top five with
$10.3 million and $10 million,
respectively.
But it's all about "Furious 7"
for the next few weeks. The
film has the roads to itself until
Disney and Marvel's "The
Avengers: Age of Ultron" hits
theaters on May I.
"This could be the first in the
franchise to flirt with the billion
dollar mark," Dergarabedian
said.
Estimated ticket sales for
Friday through Sunday at U.S.
and Canadian theaters, according to Rentrak. Where available, the latest international
numbers for Friday through
Sunday are also included. Final
domestic figures will be
released Monday.

STOCK M NRKET REPORT
Stock price information not available
today (4/3/15) due to the national holiday
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Looking Back
Tea years ago
the Murray Woman's Club donated
Pictured are county residents that a white flowering crab tree to
the
live in and around Stella as they WATCH.Center on Main
Street.
gather for the grand opening at Pictured are Eddie Jones, Frances
Stella Market, a newly -opened Galloway, Roseanna Miller, Betty
business that features a conven- Brockway and Beth Brockway.
ience store, gas station and restauThe Murray High School
rant.
Newspaper. the Black and Gold,
Celia Wall is shown as she sam- recently won several awards in the
ples McAlpin's Sweets and Treats Kentucky High School Journalism
chocolate fountain during Murray competition. Pictured is Todd Ross,
Woman's
Club
Kappa assistant editor and Mary Grasty,
Department's An Evening of editor.
Chocolate Delight:
Forty years ago
Blake McCuiston won the 10th
Reldon Norsworthy, essay congrade title in the Kentucky State test chairman for the Murray
Championship Chess Tournament. Civitan Club, has announced the
Zachary Buck also claimed the following winners: Cheryl Jackson,
state title for the eighth graders.
first; Margaret Greer, second; and
Some seniors at Housing Jimmy Jarrett. third; all of
Authority of Murray enjoyed a day Calloway County High School.
of card making with Tracy Roberts
Births reported include a boy to
as the instructor. Pictured are Peggy Thomas and Marie Dodd on March
Bell, Jodi
Hatcher, Kathy 23. Holbrook. Lenda Easley. Annie
Fifty years ago
Henderson, Nell Underhill, Bill
Waylon Rayburn, local attorney,
Rumfelt. Wanda Scott, Denise was named as Governor of District
Schuttler, Viola Freeman and Tracy 671 of Rotary International at the
Roberts.
Rotary District Convention in
Twenty years ago
Louisville.
Cathy Mix Robinson of Murray
The home of Mr. and Mrs. Davy
received the Murray Art Guild's Hopkins, 233 South 12th Street,
Richard Jackson Memorial Award
was damaged considerably by fire
of $300 for her table of poplar and yesterday.
maple called "Dance of the Cranes"
Births reported at the Murray
in the Guild's sixth annual exhibi- Hospital include a boy to Mr.
and
tion.
Mrs. Thomas Parker, a boy to Mr.
Megan Black,9, has been select- and Mrs. Buddy McDougal, a
girl
ed to be the feature violin soloist to Mr. and Mrs. Buford
Downey
with the Murray State University and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
James
orchestra on April II. She is the Washer.
daughter of Kim and Randall Black
Fire also damaged the home of
of Murray.
Mr. and Mrs. Milford Hicks and
Mr. and Mrs. Jeffery Lynn children of Route 5, Murray
this
Summers of Murray are the parents morning.
of a son. Aubrey Wayne Summers,
Sixty years ago
born March 31, at MurrayThe Murray High School Tigers
Calloway County Hospital. The will complete three weeks of
spring
mother is the former April Lynn football training today at Holland
and a sister is Megan Summers.
Stadium. Dick Stout and Tommy
Thirty years ago
Rushing are co-captains of the
Culminating a three-day study of 1955-56 team. The coaches
are 1}P
the city. a state Resource Team Holland and Dub Russell.
gave Murray passing marks and a
Births reported include a boy to
big pat on the back during a press Mr. and Mrs. Joe Pat Hackett
and a
conference.
boy to Commander and Mrs.
In recognition of Arbor Day, Robert Wallace McElrath.
April 5, the Garden Department of

By the Associated Press
Today is Monday. April 6. the
96th day of 2015. There are 269
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On April 6, 1965, the United
States launched Intelsat I, also
known as the "Early Bird" communications satellite, into geosynchronous orbit.
On this date:.
In 1830, the Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter-day Saints was
organized by Joseph Smith in
Fayette. New York.
In 1.865, in the closing days

of the Civil War, Union forces
led by Lt. Gen. Ulysses S. Grant
defeated Gen. Robert E. Lee's Army
of Northern Virginia in the Battle of Sailor's Creek.
In 1896, the first modern
Olympic games formally opened
in Athens. Greece.
In 1909, American explorers
Robert E. Peary and Matthew A.
Henson arid four Inuits became
the first men to reach the North
Pole.
In 1917, Congress approved a
declaration of war against Germany.

Wife's close friendship leaves
husband feeling odd man out
DEAR ABBY: My wife, "Con- with men. You and
your wife and
nie," and I have been together her woman
friend may have felt
for 30 years and have a wonder- like the Three
Musketeers years
ful marriage. She's a schoolteacher, ago when the
three of you would
and I travel on business often. I all get together
-- but it's possithink the time away from each other ble that after
a while her friend
is good; it gives us a chance to began to
feel like a third wheel.
enjoy some "me" time.
Who can say why she doesn't
Connie is a genuinely nice per- want to socialize
with you. Person
and haps you don't have enough in commakes friends mon, or perhaps she has sensed
easily, which that you are jealous of her friendadmire. ship with your wife. But I wouldHowever, n't call close friendships among
over the last women "emotional affairs" because
five years she I don't think it's true.
has become
Since this bothers you enough
very
close to write to me, and Connie seems
with
a to be communicating in secret,
divorced please discuss this in depth with
woman who her.
teaches at her
school. They
DEAR ABBY: My boyfriend,
By Abigail
text
each "Luke," and I go to the gym
Van Buren
other seem- together four to five times a week.
ingly nonstop, and when I travYesterday, there was a man on a
el, they always get together for treadmill who was
sweating proa movie or dinner.
fusely. I kid you not, it was coatI like Connie's friend, and I ing the treadmill.
Luke tends to
used to be included -- or at least speak loudly, and
he occasionalinvited -- to anything they did. ly forgets to turn
on his filter.
Now, if I suggest we all go out, When he saw what
was happenConnie says her friend has other ing, he exclaimed
loudly, "That's
plans or she's sick.
disgusting." Unfortunately, we
I'm not really concerned that think the man heard
him.
there's any kind of physical relaLuke is actually a kind and
tionship between them. but I feel sensitive person,
so he instantly
their friendship has become like felt awful. This man
is a frequent
an "emotional affair." When. I gym-goer and is often
there when
brought this up with my wife, we are. Luke wants
to apologize,
she said, "You don't want me to but he's worried that
if the man
have any friends?"
didn't hear him, he will have to
What bothers me is that 1 used explain what he said.
What are
to be Connie's best friend. but I your thoughts? -FILTERLESS
feel I have been replaced. She IN CALIFORNIA
tries to reassure me I'm still No.
DEAR FILTERLESS: Luke
1, then goes off into her bath- was out of line, but
at this point.
room to text with her friend. I he should let it go or
he may
think it's obvious she gets some- further embarrass the man.
Sweatthing from this relationship that ing during aerobic exercise
is norshe doesn't get from me. Do you mal and healthy, and
not somethink friendships between women thing that a person
can control.
can evolve into emotional affairs? If, when the man was
finished
-- SHUT OUT IN TEXAS
with the machine, he wiped it
DEAR SHUT OUT: Women down, he was acting appropria
tecommunicate with other women ly. (Unfortunately, not
all gym
on a different level than they do members do.)

Dear Abby

In 1947, the first Tony Awards
were held in New York.
In 1954, a month after being
criticized by newsman Edward R.
Murrow on CBS' "See It Now."
Sen. Joseph R. McCarthy, R-Wis.,
given the chance to respond on
the program, charged that Murrow had, in the past, "engaged in
propaganda for Communist causes."
In 1985, William J. Schroeder
became the first artificial heart
recipient to be discharged from
the hospital as he moved into an
apartment in Louisville. Kentucky.
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ACK ME SOMeT1-1146
ABOtrf CPON661308
OR TRANSFORMERS

Ell_C/1\11DIECD
APRIL IS "NATIONAL TURN OPP
THE TV AND READ
MONTH,' DEAR
THE
WHOLE MONTH?!

HA! I BET YOU COULDN'T
GO WITHOUT TV FOR

WELL, I STAND CORRECTED!
WHAT ARE YOU ,
READING?
•
TV GUIDE

Effective treatments have
made malaria rare in the U.S.
DEAR DOCTOR K: I am
traveling abroad in a few weeks.
My travel clinic has prescribed antimalarial medication. Can you tell
me more about malaria and how
to prevent it?
DEAR READER: Malaria is
a serious disease caused by the
Plasmodium parasite. The parasite is not found today in the
United States or Canada, but it
is common in
areas
to
which North
Americans
travel: Africa,
Asia,
and
Central and
South America. The U.S.
Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention estiBy
mate
that
Dr. Anthony
there are over
Komaroff
200 million
new cases of malaria each year
around the world.
The good news is that there
are only 1,000-2,000 cases of
malaria each year reported in the
U.S. That's because most people
traveling to parts of the world
with malaria take antimalarial medications.
You contract malaria when you
are being bitten by an infected mosquito. Once the parasite enters
your body, it infects and multiplies inside your liver and red blood
cells. Symptoms of malaria include:
-- High fever(up to 105 degrees
Fahrenheit) with shaking chills,
-- Profuse sweating,
-- Fatigue,
-- Headache,
-- Muscle aches.
--- Abdominal discomfort,
-- Nausea, vomiting,
-- Feeling faint when standing
up or sitting up quickly.
Without treatment, malaria
sometimes can be fatal.
Anyone traveling to a region
of the world that has malaria should
take preventive medication. You

Dr. Komaroff

start taking these medications
before your trip starts and continue taking them for several days
to weeks after you return.
There are four antimalarial medications most commonly prescribed
in the U.S. for foreign travel:
CHLOROQUINE (Aralen)
is the most commonly prescribed
drug for travelers headed to countries where there are no drugresistant strains of malaria.
MEFLOQUINE (Lariam) is
the treatment of choice for travel to areas with high levels of
chloroquine-resistant malaria parasites.
DOXYCYCLINE
(Vibramycin) is usually prescribed
for travelers who can't take chloroquine or mefloquine.
ATOVAQUONE
AND
PROGUANIL (Malarone). This
combination drug is prescribed to
prevent
chloroquine-resistant
malaria when you are traveling
in areas where there is a higher
rate of that kind of malaria.
In addition to one of these
drugs, you also may need to take
a medication called primaquine
when you return home. This extra
precaution further reduces the risk
that you will develop malaria,
even if you were taking an antimalarial drug during your trip.
To further reduce your risk,
do your best to prevent mosquito bites. The following steps can
help:
-- When possible, stay indoors
in well-screened areas, especially
at night when mosquitoes are most
active.
-- Use mosquito nets and bed
nets. Treat the nets with the insect
repellent permethrin.
-- Wear clothes that cover most
of your body.
-- Use an insect repellent that
contains DEET or picaridin. Apply
directly to your skin.
-- Apply permethrin to clothing.
If you do develop malaria, fortunately, effective treatments are
available.

Mots From ilelolso
CAN'T HANDLE THIS
DOOR
Dear Readers: This week's
SOUND OFF i.s in response
to a recent Sound Off about
restroom doors opening inward:
"Why do bathroom doors
push in? After using the bathroom and washing your hands,
then you have to open the
door using the dirty door handle. Why not have doors that you can open using
your arm or body, keeping your hands clean? If
I'm in a restroom where I have to pull the door
open after washing my hands, I will pull my
sleeve over my hand or take extra paper towels
and open it." — VJ. in Pennsylvania
This is a never-ending complaint! Many people use an extra paper towel to touch the door
handle. Good hint, hut then where do you throw
the towel? Mr hats off to the establishments that
have a trash can right by the exit door. —
Heloise
FAST FACTS
Dear Readers: Other uses for cosmetic bags:
* Keep medications in them for easy access.
* As an organizer for electronic chargers.
* Carry snacks in your purse for children.
* Make a portable first-aid kit.
* A pen-and-pencil pouch.
— Heloise
MUSTY BOOKS
Dear Heloise: My father gave me a box of
old books. I would love to keep them, but some
of them are rather musty. Is there any way to
remove the smell? — Hannah in Texas

There is, Hannah! The answer is one of my
favorite household products: baking soda! The
musty smell may be just age and/or being stored
without good air circulation. Take some baking
soda or cornstarch and sprinkle it between the
pages like you are flouring chicken. Next place
the book in a large, plastic zippered bag and
leave for a week or longer. You can check the
book by taking it out, giving it the sruff test and
repeating if needed.
Don't use this for rare or antique kooks. Don't
use on damp books, either. This is just one of
the many wars baking soda can be used to save
money and remove odors. Want to know what
else you can do with it? Order my pamphlet on
baking soda. To receive, go to my website,
www.Heloise.com, to order, or send $5 and a
long, self-addressed, stamped (70 cen(s) envelope
to: Heloise/Baking Soda, P.O. Box 795001, San
Antonio, 7X 78279-5001. Remember to also let
the books air out. Just prop them open when
you can. — Heloise
DON'T ROLL AWAY!
Dear Heloise: I have a large exercise ball
that I use to strengthen my core muscles. I sit
on it often instead of a chair. Many times, 1
have lost control and rolled off! To eliminate
falling to the floor. I placed the ball in a hula
hoop. The ball still has movement for the workout I need, but the hoop stops it from rolling
away'. — Deanne in Louisiana
Well, as long as you are safe! One wrong
"fall off' and you could get hurt. — Heloise

TONY WE LEANED THAT
APPLES WAVE MOPE
PESTIODE RESPUE ON
THEM THAN ANY
OTHER' FRUIT.

IT KEEPS THE
DOCTOR' AWAY JUST WHEN
YOU NEED HIM MOST.
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30
"Maleficent" star
Metal sources
31
Plain silly
Blokes
32
Monument Valley sights
Ali —
36
Here, to Henri
Lounged around
Shortly, in poems
FESTAL
TARO
Charm
RIROUSE
OLIN
Aware
CONNIE
W A CI D
Karaoke singer's need, for short
EDGES
WEDE
Whatever person
ØESS
NORDIC
Sheep cry
Chopping tool
UPON
INK
Grasped
NOP ARK I NG
Hard to pin down
CAR
PASS
Analyze grammar
AMAZED
AS I F
Writer Kingsley
LITE
R
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A
Decimal system base
IBIS
HEDGED
Brewed beverage
PINT
INSANE
Joseph Conrad book
Building wing
HAGS
STORIES
Radius or ulna
Lacquer ingredients
THOMAS CROSSWORD BOOKS 1 AND 2 Send $4.75
Sighed word
check/ino )ky each baak fa P.O Box 536475, Orlando. Ft 32853-6475
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1st Month I ree!
•New Climate Control
Available
.24.7 Surveillance
•Pest Control

CCP*IIPALM V

New Starting Wages
Top Benefits Offered I

I lwx 94 East
, I trni ut
)7(1 97'

Federal Materials Co.

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.
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is accepting applications for concrete
mixer truck operators.
Experience not necessary.
Safe driving record, good work history
and flexible schedule is required.
Apply in person at Paducah, Murray,
Mayfield, or Cadiz. FMC is an
Equal Opportunity Employer.
NOW Hinng
Maintenance
and
Housekeeping. Apply
in person only. Holiday
Inn Express Hwy 641
N. Murray

Help Wanted

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
"help wanted" section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledgercom,
you will be redirected
to jobnetwork.corn.
By defaiik'.
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website.
However,*as a national
website, not all listings
on the Jobnerwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
Job listings. Thank you

books. Don't
s just one of
used to save
o know what
pamphlet on
my website,
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ents) envelope
795001, San
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open when

exercise ball
muscles. I sit
any times,
To eliminate
ball in a hula
for the work from rolling

Dump
Truck
Driver
Needed

! One wrong
- Heloise

270-293-5001

wate Inc.
FULL OR PART time
housekeeping. Murray
Plaza Lodge. Apply In
person after 7:00PM.
No phone calls.
NOW Hiring at Toms
Grille and Toms Pizza.
Day time cashier, and
evening for servers and
cooks. Apply in person
after 1 pm at Toms
Grille
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Papa Smurf
Storage

at cover most
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PAINTING contractor is
recruiting experienced
professional journeymen painters. Must
have 4-years professional painting experience. To apply call
270-753-6895 & leave
voice message. No
walk in applicants
accepted. EOE
PROFESSIONAL OTR
truck drivers. Must
have one year OTR
expenence. be at least
23 years old, and have
a clean MVR. Steady
year round work. Home
most
weekends.
Drivers are paid on all
dispatched
miles,
loaded
or
empty.
Contact Shawn at Elite
Trucking Services from
8-5. (270)382-3940.
RESIDENT Manager
Mini Storage Facility,
Clarksville TN, apartment furnished, permanent position, ideal for
mature couple, Send
Resume to: PO Box
9056 Evansville IN
47724.41

Temporary Class A
CDL Dnver. Must have
up to date DOT physical & pass drug screen/
criminal background.
Apply in person bt
appointment. 1679 Hub
Erwin Rd, Hazel KY.
270-492-8702
WOMACK-CARTER
Options, LLC. Hiring
direct
service
providers. Background
check/drug
screen.
Men please apply.
Murray,KY. 270-7671543
140
Want to Buy
"ANTIQUES", gas, oil
& soda signs, pump,
military. Call Larry 270753-3633

Comic Books,
Pop Culture
270-227-8874

Items

Wanted Riding
Mowers that need work
270-436-5262

Appliances

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
wARD-ELKINS
605 E South 12th Si

SMALLMANS in Fulton
KY looking for HVAC
installers/service techs
to work in Mayfield or
Murray area. 270-4721912

(270) 7531713

SWIFT Roofing Inc is
accepting applications
for
experienced
roofers. Apply in person at 402 Industrial
Road.

PILLOW Top Mattress
sets. New in Plastic.
Queen $195.00
Full $185.00
King $385.00
270-293-4121
Can Deliver

.

AprilShowers

N G

160
Horne Furnishings

Lawn I Garden

G ED
AN E
N ES

Brown
Convenient in town location!
Hours:Toes-Fri 8-4, Sat8-12
suse

7v,
i

LEDGER&TIMES

2! Send $4.75
ii FL 32853-6475
9

will be responsible for only one
incorrect insertion. Any error should
be reported immediately so corrections can be made

320
Apartments For Rent

i
Cor F
il Prop. For Rent
erierIcal

Calloway Gardens
Essex Downs
Apartments
1BR from $345
2BR from $375

1600
Sq
Commercial Property
1625 State RI 121N
Old Festive Touch Bldg
270-753-9479
Ask for Debbie Mac

270-753-8556
1505 Duiguid Drive
TDD141011-545-1833 ert 283
Thuauldunon is art equal:6
c
r oppt,notal, prowler
and emplowr

NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 270-759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #711
VERY nice 4BR, 2BA,
newly remodeled. New
appliances & fixtures
throughout. Coleman
Real Estate 270-7539898

12

To schedule viewing
please call
270-227-8721 or
618-332-9417.
Serious inquiries
only please.
3BR furnished lake
home No pets
References required
$900/month Coleman
RE 270-753-9898
Very nice 313R home.
Appliances and carport.
No
pets.
References required.
Coleman RE 270-7539898

DOG
Obedience.
glendhenmere.com
(270)436-2858
410
Public Sale

Von*

Fri 10ta

Smart Sam

kW&

Tuesday

XI

lban.9am

Viertesty

llon,12pm.
Tue. tp.m

FAY

lied.12 pm.

Sib*

Tlut2p.m.

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

Murray Ledger & Times Fair
Housing Ad Notice
is

11.1. .10•10
0•001rayiell•

440
Lots For Sale
UTILITYS in Place
$9,500
270-753-6012
460
Homes For Sale
New 2-4
Bedroom homes in
Riverfield Estates
SBG Real Property
Professionals
293-7872

Mob Pats

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES
We Finance
hortandmotorsales corn

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S. 4TH ST.

•

-

17

2BR, 2 full bath duplex,
all appliances & washer & dryer, cable &
water
furnished.
$650/month. 104 Park
St 753-2225.

Name

& lOs15's
(270)436-2524

14 15 16 inch
Starting at S20

Call 753-5606
490
Used Cars
2011 Chevy Cruze
22,000 original miles,
silver 4door, leather
seats, etc. $11,500.
Located
at
Fox
Meadows E14. 270472-1912 or 270-9780047

rag.
Saki Or Lases

2010 FORD E-350
Econoline, 12 passenger, PS, PB, Dual air,
AM/FM/CD,
New
Michelin Tires, extra
clean, 5.4 Liter V-8,
71,9000 Miles $12,795.
270-752-3'!.al

let. Address
City
Zip

aIiiiLtki:a:

IThlytime Ph.
Mail this coupon with payment "t.t
Mummy Ledger & llamas
P.O. Bea 1040
KY 43071
)753-tø18

"

2BR, Apts & Duplexes
Avail. through
Coleman RE.
Contact our office for
more info. 270-7539898

FOR sale or rent 1mi
East large brick, full
basement on 4ac
Barn, city water and
gas. 270-978-0270

LARGE 2BR, 2BA all
furnished
appliance
and lawn care 270227-5173

FOR sale or rent
3 Bed 2 bath brick,
sunroom, basement on
70ac all under fence v4/
barn 270-978-0270

Eyecare Specialties
ll
i

KEY RECYCLING
1990 STATE ROUTE 121 SOUTH
270-759-9694

Camp Septic Cleaning of Murray
Residential & Commercial
753-9224 Nick

510
Campers
Almost Mew
camper.
1/211
33
Bought new in 2012
used one season. St11
smells new. Everything
works, dual slide-outs.
Priced to sell
270-293-7052

McClure-Owner

Thank you for your business'

Or, Kevin Adams
308 S. 12th
Murray
•Eyeglasses
'Contacts
759-2500
•Eye Disease
murrayeyeave.com

Sassy Girl's
Antiques & Collectibles
4917 State Route 121 North
Murray, KY
sassygirls757@gmail.com-

Call NICK! PEACH
at 270-753-1916 and place your ad today!
520
Boats & Motors
2002 Triton V 176
Magnum
90hp
Evinrude E-tech Live
well 2 Dep Finders,
trolling motor, 71Ibs
thrust, excellent condition $8,800.
270-492-8006
530
Services Offered
YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

Hill Electric
Since 1986
Residential &
Commercial
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or
small

753-9562
www.hillelectric.com
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters,
unk & tree work.
A.G.S. Well &
Irrigation
Well Drilling
WellPump Service
Resident/al
Agricultural
Chris Tucker
270-293-4406

CLEAN CUT
\\\ CARI
\ILi

USED TIRES

19

BUYING, BUY/NG, BUYING
Wrecked, running and non-running
autos, battenes, and all aluminum

4461

Career of 121 S. & Glendale.

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
'We sell boxes!
'We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600.

[BUSINESS 81 SERVICE DIRECTORY

AUSTIN Auction
Service
All types Auction
Benton, KY
270-705-4859
430
Real Estate

360
Storage Rentals

1 OR 2br apts. near
downtown
Murray
Lease and deposi
required.
270-753
4109.

I

I

$8.25 First Day - 20 words or less - Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days:S.12 per word per day.
.35 extra for Smart Saver(Mon. Classifieds go into Smart Saver)
The publisher maintains the right lo /elect or edit any submitted mailer

Pets & Supplies

All real estate advertised herein
sublect to the Federal Fair
Housing Act, which makes it
illegal to advertise any peter.
ence, limitation or dtscrimination based on race, color, relipan, sex, handicap, familial status or national onguk or intention to make any such preferences. 'mutations or chscrunma340
bon
Houses For Rent
State laws forbid discnnunation
in the sale, rental or advertising
of real estate based on factors in
28R 1.5BA. Appliances
addition to those protected
furnished.
C/H/A.
under federal law
$595/mo.270-753We will knowingly accept any
3949
advertising for real estate which
tat sat in violation of the law All
perehns" are hereby informed
3 Bedroom House -.that
all dwellings advertised are
for Sale
available on an equal opportunity basis
in country.
For further assistance with Fair
604- Acres.
Housing Advertising requireHas been recently
ments, contact NAA Counsel
Rene
P Milam, 1703)648-1000
remodeled.
Generator installed.

320
Apartments For Rent

letata

DEADLINES

'I

$8.50 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
(An 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Prood
$3.35 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)

any error Murray Ledger & Times

mounted

ring May
Flowers!.
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ARA

the first insertion of their ads for
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To Place An Ad Or Yard Sale Call (270) 753-1916, email classifi
ed@murrayledger.com or stop by our
office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00
p.m. • Fax:(270) 753-1927

MasterCard
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Call
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SyRry ,

FAN L

Free t.
timatc,
,
Call Kcv in at

270-293-4020
COMPLETE CARE
PROPERTIES, LLC
MOWING SERVICE
LEAF & BRUSH
CLEAN UP
TRACTOR WORK
270-978-4135
kentwisehart0gmaii com

530
Services Offered

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Hours:
Mon, Tue, Thurs, Fn
8-4
Saturday, 8-12
Wednesday-Closed

Grass Odors
IMMO
*Mowing
•Ed0110
•Weedealing
•Eibrons
ALL4$25.00
Wort& awesee ratle4
44Nookily 4411HoOkly
2742274Na

11201
Services Othwed
Greg Mansfield

Lawn Care Service
011111.
Garage Door
Sales & Maintenance
6" Continuous Gutters
Great Hometown Service
Dor)spend your money out of
state keep a locar
(270) 293-8480

MO4
::
Virral.:".

• weekly ct. spo.ial pickups
• locally ou nect/operated
759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

Mowing
frionining
Edging
paimiteng
FREE Estimates
References available
Cohen Rogers Call or
270-227-7002 tee after
270-293-2514
3pm
LAWN Mowing
Free estimates
Colby: 270-227-9027

203 N. 6th Si. Murray KY
270-759-1799
Your Hometown source
for Quality Temper,
Reoracement Windows

Lawncare &
Powerwashing
Services available
Licensed & Insured
References Upon Request

Itedert
MISFIT

270-293-3088

comnivalax
HALL'S WASTE
MANAGEMENT

530
Services Offered

'Additions
*Remodeling
•Complete Masonry

(270)293-1421
(270)293-1753

SPRING is here,
yards need mowed!!!
FREE ESTIMATES !!!
Mow, Weedeat, Leaf
Blow, Weed Pulling, all
for one price.
14,

deer Mow
*Lawn
*Landscaping
*Pressure Washing
*Parionglot Striping
all your LWOW-are needs

270-227-65
Hill Appliance
Repair
Serving
West Kentucky
Jason Hill
(270)226-0194
Service on all
major brands
Licensed & Insured

HILL SEPTIC
PUMPING
EXCAVATION
TRUCKING
AB
AU Your Septic Needs
Installation
& Repair
Dirt, Grovel,
White Rock,
Sand, & Mulch
(270)293-8686
RUSHINGS Painting
and Drywall LLC. 30
Years Experience. Free
Estimates. 270-2108580

'Handyman Services
•Yard Work
•Gutters Cleaned
•Home Repairs
Gary 270-227-0420

QUALITY
Lawn
Mowing, (very affordable!) Senior
discounts. Serving the
Calloway County Area.
Please contact 270293-6753 for Free
Estimates.

PRESCOTT
ROOFING
Over 28 Years
Experience
Zacti 270-873-T700
David 270-227-1106
AlShrubs HaTinadaj

TRAVIS
ASPHALT
Pas ing-Sealcoaling
SI r i ping
(.1-aid-Dirt-sand
li)'s\ R

270-293-4256
YARD Mowing, Free
Estimates. Hector 270227-6638.
KF.NTUCKYIAKE
REMOOEUNG.COM
,Home Improvements
*Bath .4 Kitchen
Drywall, Painting,
Plumbing, Floonng, Decks
Wrisurvd •Sr asceunt
*Free Estimates
Wernber OfAngles List
270-436-5959
K&B Lawn Mowing.
Mulching. Brian. Free
estimates. 436-5430
293-2849
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FRAME'S
TREE
SERVICE

ROOFING

& DEBRIS REMOVAL

GARLANE
RENTAL

4.1

270-293-1924

Ron Frame
(270) 227-3140
(270) 474-0323

Free Estimates

Roofing Specials
Licensed & Insured
Protecting your house like
it is our house!

'If you've got It we can store It"
For all your storage convenience
Choose from our 3 locations:

ON BEA

FUTRELL'S
TREE SERVICE

• Murray Store 8. Lock - 1611 N. 12th St.
• MBC Storage - 1900 N. 12th St.

*Trimming

Lights, Electricity, and 24/7 Surveillance

*Removal

• Garland Rental Boat 8. Mini Storage - Hwy 94E

*Stump Gnnding

MINI
STORAGE

All sizes available, call today
to reserve your storage unit

*Firewood
*Insured

270-753-2905

(270) 489-2839

I/ Ste* Units
24/7 Surveillance •Electricity
Plow Rave 80 Cilata.a.Centrol Units

812 Whitooll Auk
Gallornore Electrical Contractors, LLC

United OA
Way

Gallimore
Electrical Contractors,LLC
laws C.Iallowe
WWW.GECMURRAY.COM

(270) 759-0890

Please support the
United Way of Murray-Calloway County

Yard Sales are HERE
Get ready
NEW THIS YEAR
A City Map.

By Dave Green
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don't wait until the last day," Forness said.
Ice Classic organizers last year ran out of tickets even
though 300,000 were printed. Records were set for ticket sales and the size of the winning pot. Organizers this
year printed 340,000 tickets.
The ice went out last year at 3:48 p.m. April 25. The
record winning pot totaled $363,627 and was split
among 25 tickets.
For this time of year, the 35 inch measurement is thinner than average. But it is close to the measurement of
36 inches on March 31 of last year.
The ice is not showing signs of weakness yet, Forness
said.
"There has not been any water that we can see, of
course," she said. "It's still solid from bank to bank, so
it's still going to be a little bit."

by Jacqueline Bigar
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Alaskans wonder: When will
the ice on the river break up?
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Office Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
• Fax:(270) 753-1927

Call Nicki
270-753-1916

ALAII

.1.414

4,06

Difficu ty Level *

ed.
Each year, a clock is connected by cable to a wooden
3 days-$20
tripod anchored in the river ice about 300 feet from
31- 70 words
shore. When the ice breaks up and the tripod falls or
1 day- $18, 2 days- $28,
moves, the cable tightens and stops the clock.
3 days-$35
Cherrie Forness, manager of the Ice Classic, urged
people not to wait until the deadline, which fell on
are going to be running out, so
* Free yard sale kit while supplies last. al Easter this year. "People
1 day- $11, 2 days-$16,

Answer to previous puzzle

2

FAIRBANKS, Alaska (AP) — People who wanted to
participate in Alaska's biggest guessing contest had until
Sunday to buy tickets for the Nenaria Ice Classic.
Thousands of people each year pay to try to guess the
exact date and time the ice will break up on the Tanana
River in Nenana. Each guess costs a $2.50 ticket.
The most recent ice thickness measured about 35 inches, the Fairbanks Daily News-Miner newspaper report-

Advertise your
Yard Sale with
Murray Ledger & Tries
Receive a FREE
Yard Sale Kit
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On what would have been your 60th
anniversary, and every day, we cherish
our memories of you.
Love, Steve and Joan
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ALABAMA BASKETBALL

MSU BASEBALL

AP source:
Alabama offers
job to ex-NBA
coach Johnson

McGowan,Moore get back-to-back
walkoffs to lift Racers to series win
uif

ASSOCIATED PRESS
contributions by Ledger & Times staff
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ment is thinasurement of

MONTGOMERY, Ala. (AP) —
Alabama has offered its men's basketball
head coaching job to former NBA player
and head coach Avery Johnson, a person
familiar with the negotiations said
Sunday.
The person said Johnson and Alabama
are working on the details of a deal. The
person spoke to The Associated Press
Sunday on condition of anonymity
because no announcement has been male
about the coaching search.
Alabama athletic director Bill Battle did
not return a call seeking comment.
Previously, Alabama had targeted
Wichita State coach Gregg Marshall, who
decided to stay put. According to sources,
Murray State head coach Steve Prohm
was the only other candidate interviewed
this weekend by Alabama regarding the
head coaching position.
ESPN first reported the contract talks.
Johnson has been an NBA analyst for the
network since being fired by the Brooklyn
Nets in December 2012. He played 16
years in the NBA,much of it with the San
•See ALABAMA, 10

RYAN RICHARDSON / Ledger 8. Times

The Murray State dugout watches the field during
game one of the series against Jacksonville State.

Matt McGowan and Kipp Moore each delivered
walk-off hits Saturday as the Murray State baseball
team swept a doubleheader against Jacksonville State.
The two victories at Reagan Field resulted in the
team's third consecutive OVC series win.
McGowan hit an RBI single to left field to break a
7-7 tie in the ninth inning of game one, while Moore
hit a three-run home run to left to propel the Racers to
a 10-9 win in the second game.
Game 1 — Murray St.8,Jacksonville St.7
Both teams came out with slow starts. but the
Racers (14-18,9-6 OVC)struck first with a five-run

fourth inning to take a 5-0 lead. An Anthony Bayus
RBI single to center scored Nick Moore to give MSU
the lead. Matthew Johnson doubled to center in the
next at-bat and drove-in Bayu.s and Tyler Lawrence to
make it 3-0. After Derek Yoder reached on a fielder's
choice and scored Johnson, Yoder came around to
score later in the inning on a JSU error.
The Gamecocks(17- I I .6-6 OVC)responded with
five runs of their own in the top of the fifth inning to
knot the game up. Then in the seventh, JSU took its
first lead of the ball game with a two-run inning.
Nick Moore delivered a bloop single to right field
with two down in the eighth to score Yoder and pinch
•See MSU BASEBALL, 10
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Murray State
softball sweeps
doubleheaders
.The Murray *Late softball team blanked
Morehead State twice Sunday after beating Eastern Kentucky in a doubleheader
the day before, with all games being
played at Racer Field.
Saturday, the Racers won 5-4 and 3-1,
and they followed those up Sunday with
8-0 and 6-0 victories.
Saturday game 1 — Murray State 5,
Eastern Kentucky 4
The Colonels (15-20,5-6 OVC)got off
to an early lead when Katie Tackett sent
the ball up the middle to score Paige
Murphy from second and gave her team
the 1-0 advantage.
However, Alexa Becker blasted an
inside the park home run to deep right
center to begin the bottom of the first.
Mo Ramsey followed Becker by reaching on a walk and eventually scoring on
an EKU muffed throw to give the
Racers a 2-1 lead.
After EKU tied the score at 2-2. Becker
led off the bottom of the third with double
and was brought in on a single front
Ramsey. Ramsey scored on a Maggie
Glass single,extending her team's lead to
4-2. Glass gave Murray State an insurance
run in the fifth when she homered for the
ninth time this season. In the seventh.
Tackett pulled the Colonels within one at
See MSU SOFTBALL, 10

NAM Y HUH/AP photo

St. Louis Cardinals starter Adam Wainwright throws against the Chicago Cubs during the third inning of a Major League Baseball seasonopening game in Chicago, Sunday, April 5, 2015. The Cardinals beat the Cubs 3-0. Wainwright pitched six innings.

Waino, Cards beat Cubs 3-0 on opening night
By JAY COHEN
AP Sports Writer
CHICAGO(AP) — Adam Wainwright
on opening night at Wrigley Field was a
perfect combination for the St. Louis
Cardinals.
Wainwright threw six innings of five-hit
ball.and St. Louis chased Jon Lester in the
fifth inning of a 3-0 victory over the
Chicago Cubs on Sunday in the major
league opener.
"A shutout win is a great way to do it,"
manager Mike Matheny said, pleased
with the start for the reigning NL Central
champs. "I'm real impressed how Wainer

went about his business and set the tone."

two runs. Throw in Matt Carpenter's two
Wainwright allowed the leadoff hitter to hits, and the top third of the Cardinals'
reach in four of the first five innings. lineup went 7 for 14 with three RBIs.
including three doubles. But he worked
"Selfishly, I like the idea of hitting
out of trouble each tirne,finishing with six between those two," Heyward said.
strikeouts and no walks.
"Holly can do damage and Carp sees so
The ace right-hander improved to 9-1 many pitches and has good (at-bats). I'm
with a 3.33 ERA in 20 career games at gonna be kind of spoiled hitting there."
Chicago's longtime home. He also lowPlaying their most anticipated opener in
ered his ERA to 1.85 for four career starts years,the Cubs went0 for 13 with runners
on opening day.
in scoring position. Lester. who got a $155
"Tonight I was able to make good pitch- million, six-year contract during free
es when I needed to. Hopefully next time agency, allowed three runs and eight hits
I keep them off base.," Wainwright said.
over 4 1-3 innings in his fifth straight
Jason Heyward had three hits in his St. opening day start.
Louis debut, and Matt Holliday drove in
"Just wasn't real sharp." Lester said.

"Ball was flat."
The addition of Lester to go along with
Joe Maddon in the dugout increased the
expectations for Chicago after five
straight losing seasons. But it was more of
the same in their first game.
The biggest difference for the home
team was a giant videoboard in left field.
part of a major renovation for the iconic
neighborhood ballpark. The closed
bleachers were covered by pictures of Hall
of Fame slugger Ernie Banks, who played
for Chicago for 19 seasons and died in
January at age 83.
The Cubs honored Banks with a
II See CARDINALS, 10

KENTUCKY WILDCATS

MSU WOMEN'S GOLF

After 38 wins, Kentucky stunned in NCAA semis

Folke places 11th, Racers 12th
at Ole Miss Intercollegiate

By GARY B. GRAVES
AP Sports Writer
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) — For 38
games. top-ranked Kentucky mastered
the art of the tune-out, brushing aside
the hype, noise and distractions created
by its pursuit of an unbeaten championship season.
The Wildcats just couldn't succeed at
blocking out Wisconsin and big man
Frank Kaminsky, who won 71-64
Saturday night to turn their dream season
into a devastatingly sour footnote.
"It feels terrible," freshman forward
Trey Lyles said in a silent and somber
Kentucky locker room."It just doesn't feel
real at all. There's a lot of emotions going
through our heads."
Hoping to become the first team since
DAVID J PHILLIP / AP photo
Indiana in 1976 to finish as unbeaten The Wisconsin bench celebrates as Kentucky's Willie Cauley-Stein
champions. Kentucky (38-1) instead lost walks off after the NCAA Final Four semifinal game Saturday.
the rematch of last year's semifinal against
the Badgers and 'joined Indiana State tory. Instead,fans will remember the 2015 rebounds that the Wildcats couldn't.
"We just didn't execute like we did all
(1979), UNLV (1991) and Wichita State squad as a dominant regular season team
year." freshman forward Karl-Anthony
(2014) — unbeaten teams that lost in the that couldn't close the deal.
The fortitude and good fortune that Towns said. "We always executed at the
NCAA Tournament.
Kentucky fans invaded Indianapolis helped Kentucky overcome several stiff end and we just didn't this time."
Though Wildcats fans who made up the
comparing these Wildcats, not to the other challenges this season were absent down
three teams playing. but to some of the the stretch against the determined Badgers bulk of the crowd at 71,000-seat 1..ticas Oil
dominant teams in college basketball his- (36-3), who made shots and grabbed the
II See WILDCATS ir

STAFF REPORT
The Murray State women's golf team
brought home a showing of 12th place
in the best field they'll compete against
this season at the Ole Miss Rebel
Intercollegiate at the Ole Miss Golf
Course in Oxford, Mississippi.
Mon Folke, a freshman from Sweden,
carded scores of 73-72-73=218 to place
11th in the field of 96 players.
The Racers finished with scores of
296-304-301=901, which placed them
12th in the field of 18 teams, ahead of
Memphis (905), Harvard (907), Tulsa
(912), Mercer (928) Southern Miss
(931) and Alabama State (951).
Other MSU players included Abbi
Stamper with rounds of 73-77-78=227
and a spot in 43rd place. Sydney
Trimble was 60th with scores of 75-7777=229. Jacklyn Van Meter had scores
of 78-78-74=230 for a spot in 63rd
place, while Sophie Hillier placed 75th
with scores of 76-81-77=234.
The Racers play at home Friday and
Saturday when they host the Murray
State Invitational at Miller Memorial
Golf Course.

courtesy of Racer Athletics

Murray State freshman Moe Folke
finished in 11th place for the
women's golf team at the Ole
Miss Intercollegiate with a 218.
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MSU WOMEN'S and MEN'S TENNIS

MSU Baseball...

Racer women win, men lose tennis matches at Belmont

From Page 9
in the second with a pair of runs to
make it 6-5 and later pushed its
runner
Jake
Fuller,
and
game
one
STAFF REPORT
(MUR)def. Lindsey Whitehead Abbie Mather/Laura Van
def. HESS,David(MUR)6-1,
was tied at 7-7. After holding JSU lead to 7-5 in the fourth inning.
(BELW)7-5,6-2
Eeckhoudt(BELW)8-7 (7-2)
Bayus singled to bring home
scoreless in the top of the ninth,
6-2
Murray State women's tennis
2. TCHAKAROVA,Eleonore
3. Maddie Gilley/Suzanna
Lawrence, and Johnson
Tyler
the
Racers
went
to
work
in
the
botswept Belmont 7-0 Saturday in (MUR)def. Laura Van
5. Caio Niel(BELM)def.
Stapler(BELW)def. BLUE,
tom half of the inning to setup scored Bayus on an RBI single to
Nashville. Tennessee, while the Eeckhoudt(BELW)6-0,6-0
MITR1C,Aleks(MUR)6-4,6-1 McGowan's game-win
Megan/KARAKY, Nancy
left field to tie the game at 7-7 in
ner.
men's team lost 0-7.
3. KARAKY, Nancy(MUR) (MUR)8-6
6. Bruno Russo(BELM)def.
fifth inning.
the
Bayus
and
Taylor
Mathews
both
Women's team
def. Kendall Warren(BELW)6Men's team
In the sixth. the Gamecocks
KASHYAB,Anjan(MUR)6-3, drew walks and Yoder was put on
The match was MSU's sev- 3,6-2
After their victory over
intentionally with one out to load grabbed a two-run lead as Ryan
6-0
enth 7-0 sweep and eighth
4. VASILEVA, Alena(MUR) Tennessee State, the
Racers
the
bases. McGowan's single Sebra delivered a two RBI single
sweep of the season.
Doubles competition
def. Abbie Mather(BELW)6were unable to piece together
came with two outs in the inning. to center field.
In doubles, sisters Eleonore 2,6-2
I. Mauricio Antun/Marko
another victory. Max McLean
Facing the OVC's all-time saves
Bayus and N. Moore each went
and Verginie Tchakarova took
5. PATIDN,Erin(MUR)def.
and David Hess fell 8-1, while Lovrinovic(BELM)def.
leader
3-for-5
in Travis Stout, Mathews
in
the
win,
while
Johnson
back their spot as No. 1 in dou- Suzanna Stapler(BELW)6-1,6-1
Anjan Kashyan and Aleks MCLEAN,
and Moore each had two RBIs in got the rally started with a single
Max/HE
SS,
David
bles and defeated Belmont 8-7
6. TCHAKAROVA,Verginie
Mitric also fell 8-1 in doubles.
the first game. Bayus and Yoder through the right side with one
(MUR)8-1
(7-2). Erin Patton and Andrea (MUR)def. Maddie Gilley
Singles competition
each scored twice
while down in the inning. Stout walked
Eskauriatza also took the win on (BELW)6-1,6-1
2. Geoff Tulloch/Caio Niel
I. Mauricio Antun(BELM)def.
McGowan was 2-for-4 at the dish, Johnson to put two on for Moore's
court two 8-7 (7-2), but Megan
Doubles competition
(BELM) vs. TRUE,
TRUE,Will(MUR)6-2,6-1
Brandon Hicks picked-up the third blast of the season on a 2-2
Blue and Nancy Karaky lost on
I. TCHAKAROVA,
2. Marko Lovrinovic(BELM) Will/TROSIC, Srdjan(MUR)
win in relief for MSU. Hicks pitch. Game two was only a seven
court three 8-6.
Eleonore/TCHAKAROVA,
def. MCLEAN, Max(MUR)6- 4-5,
pitched five innings in relief of inning contest due to the doubleunfinished
The Racers took all six victo- Verginie(MUR)def. Lindsey
3,6-2
Sheldon Baxter,allowing two runs header that was played.
ries during singles play to sweet Whitehead/Kendall Warren
3. Robin Demasse/Bruno
3. Cedric Dujacquier(BELM)
on five hits to earn his second vicBrock Downey was a perfect 3the Bruins.
(BELW)8-7 (7-2)
def. TROS1C,Srdjan(MUR)6- Russo(BELM)def.
tory of 2015. Baxter pitched four for-3 in the win while Johnson,
Singles competition
2. PATTON. Erin/ESKAURI- 0,6-3
KASHYAB,Anjan/MITRIC,
innings and allowed five runs on Mathews and Nick Moore each
I . ESKAURIATZA,Andrea
ATZA,Andrea(MUR)def.
4. Robin Demasse(BELM)
six hits while recording a career- added a pair of hits. Mathews and
Aleks(MUR)8-1
best six strikeouts.
Lawrence scored twice in the win.
Game 2 - Murray St. 10, Mathews and Kipp Moore each
Jacksonville St.9
led the team with three RBIs in the
The Gamecocks opened the con- victory.
From Page 9
of the game in the top of the fourth while committing none
them- From Page 9
test with four runs in the top of the
5-4, with a two-run home run to on a wild pitch from Mason selves.
Tyler Anderson got the win for
Antonio Spurs.
first before MSU rallied for five MSU. Anderson pitched 1.2
left center with no outs.
Robinson. Becker led off the fifth
Glass led Murray State on the
Johnson would replace Anthony runs of its own in the bottom half innings and snuck
Becker and Ramsey were both with a double and was scored later day by going 3-for-4 with
out two batters
two Grant, who was fired after making of
the inning. Johnson and N. while giving up two hits. John
2-for-3 in the game with two runs, on a sacrifice fly from Glass to cap runs, four RBIs, a triple,
a home only one NCAA Tournament
in Moore each delivered RBI singles Lollar had a relief appearance for
an RBI and a walk, while Glass the game's scoring at 3-1.
run and a walk, while Ramsey fol- six
seasons.
in the inning, but the big hit was the Racers as he went four strong
was also 2-for-3 with a run and
Becker was perfect in the contest lowed at 5-for-7 with four runs
This
would
be
Johnson'
Mathews' bases-clearing triple innings and allowed two earned
s
first
two RBIs.
at 2-for-2 with a walk and two and a stolen base. Becker went 4
- college coaching job, but he's led down the right
field line to score runs on three hits and recorded
CheyAnne Gaskey moved to runs and was the only Racer with for-6 with three runs,
a double, a two teams in the NBA. He started three runs,
It was Mathews' third three punch-outs. Brad Boegel got
10-6 on the year by allowing two multiple hits. Robinson improved home run,two RBIs,
a walk and a as an assistant with the Dallas triple of
the season. •
runs on two hits with only two to 9-3 with the complete game stolen bast-, while
the start in the finale for Murray
Shelbey Miller Mavericks after retiring in
JSU responded to retake the lead State and went just 1.1 innings.
2004
walks and a season-high nine win, surrendering one run on four was 3-for-6 with
a double,a triple. and was elevated to
the head
strikeouts over five innings of hits with seven strikeouts and only a RBI and a stolen
base.
coaching job five months later.
work. Meanwhile. Campbell one walk.
Gaskey and Robinson combined
Johnson led the Mavericks to
earned the save in a two-inning
Sunday game 1 - Murray to allow no runs on seven hits with
their first NBA Finals appearance
effort in which she gave up two State 8,Morehead State 0
13 strikeouts and four walks in the and was the NBA
Sponsored By:
Coach of the
runs on two hits.
Sunday game 2 - Murray doubleheader. The Eagles were
Year
in
2006.
Saturday game 2 - Murray State 6,Morehead State 0
held to a .167 average on the day
Johnson arrived in New Jersey
State 3,Eastern Kentucky 1
The Racers (22-12, 9-5 OVC) by the Racer duo and had one
-----with
a 194-70 record, a .735 winJessica Twaddle broke a score- jumped all over Morehead State, extra-hasP
Bu‘iness•Home•Car•Health •Life
hit in 12 innings of ning percentage that was the
high")Our more than one company agency!"
less tie in the third on an RBI- outhitting the Eagles 21-7 over the play.
est in NBA history.
ground out that allowed Mallory two-game-span. Murray State had
Gaskey picked up her third solo
1.300 Johnson Blvd.•270-753-8355
He was coach during the franYoung to cross the plate. Jocelynn six extra-bast- hits in the contests, shutout
of the season and the ninth chise's move to Brooklyn
.
Johnson
Rodgers followed Twaddle with including two doubles, two triples of her
career in game one, tying went from Eastern Conferen
ce
an RBI single to score Becker. and two home runs. The Racers her
for the most all-time with past Coach of the Month in
NBA Glance
San Antonio 107. Golden State 92
November
who also singled earlier in the were also able capitalize on four
Sunday's Games
Racer
New York 101, Philadelphia 91
Shelby
Kosmecki. to being fired in the following
Houston 115. Oklahoma City 112
inning,to give MSU the 2-0 lead. errors by Morehead State (13-18, Robinson
Utah 101, S -..ramento 95
got her second solo month after the Nets lost 10 of
Cleveland
99, Chicago 94
L.A. Clippers 1'6, LA. Lakers 78
13
Murphy scored EKU's lone run 4-7 OVC) in the doubleheader, shutout
Indiana 112, Miami 89
of the season.
games.
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Stadium applauded the team as
they slowly walked off the floor,
their disappointment was palpable. They didn't expect an ending
like this, not after a season that frequently featured dominant performances — especially in marquee games.
Asked how he wants Kentucky
to be viewed, freshman guard
Tyler Ulis said. "it really doesn't
matter to me. I just feel like we
wanted to win the national title
and didn't do it, so the season was
a waste."
Not even 16 points by Towns or
25 combined points by Aaron and
Andrew Harrison could save the
Wildcats, who talked more about
winning the school's ninth national championship than the streak
that consumed college basketball.
That was the goal all along for
players and coach John Calipari,
who touted hoisting the title trophy above all the chatter of going
40-0.
Kentucky players believed that
as long as they won games. history would take care of itself. But
Kentucky reached the point of no
return once it got into the NCAA
Tournament, where the end of its
school-record streak would also
end the season.

From Page 9
pregame moment of silence, and
his sons Jerry and Joey Banks
each threw out a ceremonial first
pitch. The club also extended its
condolences to the Cardinals for
Oscar Taveras. an outfield
prospect who died in a car crash in
his native Dominican Republic
last October.
"The ballpark was absolutely
electric," Maddon said. "The
pregame
was
wonderful.
Everything was great. We just
have to come through with a couple knocks now and then, but we
will. I thought it was a really, really — for lack of a better term — a
really good night."
Heyward got the majors' first hit
of the season when he doubled and
scored on Holliday's single in the
first. Holliday had another RBI
single in the fifth.
It was more than enough for
Wainwright, who was slowed by
an abdominal injury early in
spring training. Carlos Martinez,
who won the fifth starter job in
training camp, followed with a
scoreless seventh and Jordan
Walden got three outs before
Trevor Rosenthal struck out the
side for the save.
GREAT ESCAPES
Matheny praised Wainwright for

his ability to wiggle out of trouble.
"He keeps making pitches," said
Matheny. a former major league
catcher. "He's fun to watch.
There's just special guys like that,
when they get in tough situations,
big games they're able to make the
big pitch when they need to."
TRAINER'S ROOM
Cardinals: LHP Jaime Garcia
(shoulder inflammation) is expected to begin a throwing program in
the next week or so, and general
manager John Mozeliak said OF
Tommy Pham (strained left quad)
is scheduled to see a specialist on
Monday. Garcia was competing
for the fifth starter job before the
injury. "I would say in the next
week to two weeks we'll have a
better idea of perhaps expected
return or perhaps what a rehab
assignment might look like,"
Mozeliak said. "But I would say
it's still about 10 to 14 days away
before we make that decision."
r Cubs: OF Chris Denorfia (mild
left hamstring strain), RHP Jacob
Turner (right shoulder inflammation), REP Dallas Beeler (right
shoulder inflammation) and LHP
Tsuyoshi Wada (mild left groin
strain) were placed on the disabled
list before the game. Each of the
DL stints is retroactive to March
27.
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